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Abstract. A technology to characterize early enamel lesions is needed in dentistry. Optical coherence tomog-
raphy (OCT) is a noninvasive method that provides high-resolution cross-sectional images. The aim of this study
is to compare OCT with microfocus x-ray computed tomography (μCT) for assessment of natural enamel lesions
in vitro. Ten human teeth with visible white spot-like changes on the enamel smooth surface and no cavitation
(ICDAS code 2) were subjected to imaging by μCT (SMX-100CT, Shimadzu) and 1300-nm swept-source OCT
(Dental SS-OCT, Panasonic Health Care). In μCT, the lesions appeared as radiolucent dark areas, while in SS-
OCT, they appeared as areas of increased signal intensity beneath the surface. An SS-OCT attenuation coef-
ficient based on Beer–Lambert law could discriminate lesions from sound enamel. Lesion depth ranged from 175
to 606 μm in SS-OCT. A correlation between μCT and SS-OCT was found regarding lesion depth (R ¼ 0.81,
p < 0.001) and also surface layer thickness (R ¼ 0.76, p < 0.005). The images obtained clinically in real time
using the dental SS-OCT system are suitable for the assessment of natural subsurface lesions and their surface
layer, providing comparable images to a laboratory high-resolution μCT without the use of x-ray. © 2015 Society of

Photo-Optical Instrumentation Engineers (SPIE) [DOI: 10.1117/1.JMI.2.1.014001]
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1 Introduction

Early detection of dental caries before breakdown of the enamel
surface (cavitation) has become increasingly important in
modern dentistry.1,2 In order to perform a non- or minimally
invasive treatment approach, assessment and monitoring of
these lesions are essential. Hence, a noninvasive technology that
can quantify characteristics of hidden or sub-surface caries such
as lesion depth, surface layer thickness, and mineral changes
over time is needed in dentistry. Dental radiographs do not have
the sensitivity for detection of early carious lesions and are not
considered to be suitable for monitoring purposes.3

Several other technologies have become available for enamel
evaluation purposes based on quantified fluorescence, electrical
conductivity, and near-infrared imaging;4 however, a tool that
can provide high-resolution cross-sectional images is still in
demand. Optical coherence tomography (OCT) is a noninvasive
and nondestructive diagnostic method that provides such
images5 and has been suggested as a useful modality for imag-
ing dental caries.6–9 The OCT does not use ionizing radiation,
which is highly desirable. In OCT, a coherent light is projected
over the sample, and the image is reconstructed in real time from
depth-resolved backscattering. Performing multiple axial mea-
surements of echo time delay called Axial scans or A-scans
generates the cross-sectional images. Several A-scans along

the sample can make a B-scan or tomographic image, and

a series of B-scans become into a three-dimensional (3-D)

reconstruction. The conventional OCT imaging system was

based on the time-domain principle (TD-OCT), where a mirror

mechanically scanned a distance at the reference arm to enable

resolving of the depth information; more recently, spectral-

domain OCT (or Fourier domain) systems have been developed.

In these systems, instead of shifting the reference mirror, a sta-

tionary mirror is used and the images are obtained in a shorter

time,10 increasing the utility of OCT as a tool for clinical den-

tistry. A swept-source OCT (SS-OCT) system has been devel-

oped as one of the most recent implements of spectral

discrimination, in which a tunable laser light source sweeps

the near-IR wavelength at a high rate. SS-OCT time-encodes

the wavelength, the images are obtained in almost real time

and have a higher signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) compared with

the TD-OCT.11,12

OCT is capable of assessing demineralization based on two

main principles: increased light scattering in the porous demin-

eralized tissue and depolarization of the incident light by the

demineralized tissue. For the second one, polarization-sensitive

OCT (PS-OCT) is required. By measuring the polarization prop-

erties of a sample in addition to reflectivity, PS-OCT provides a

possibility for quantitative measurement of lesion severity. Both
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conventional and PS-OCT systems can observe demineraliza-
tion as increased signal intensity. Image analysis techniques
are based on this to quantify parameters such as lesion depth
(as a cut-off point) and mineral loss (dB values integrated versus
depth) in demineralized lesions. The potential of PS-OCT for
determination of lesion structure, such as surface layer, has
also been demonstrated.7,13 However, to date the PS-OCT imag-
ing system has been mainly based on the principles of TD-OCT,
while the currently available SS-OCT systems are nonpolariza-
tion sensitive. Apparently, the optical setup of the conventional
SS-OCT is more affordable compared with PS-OCT, because
PS-OCT has a more complicated system. It should be noted
that an SS-OCT system with cross-polarization (CP-OCT)
capability has been introduced,14,15 but it was reported that the
lesion contrast in the PS-OCT system was superior when com-
pared with the commercially available CP-OCT system.16 On
the other hand, a conventional high-resolution SS-OCT system
has also the ability to observe gaps and defects in dental resto-
rations and to evaluate resins composites’ adaptation due to the
high contrast images produced with the nonpolarized setup.17–19

A prototype system with an intraoral probe has been available
for dental use based on the SS-OCT system.20–22

Microfocus x-ray computed tomography (μCT) is a modified
version of medical computed tomography that can achieve high-
resolution images. This method is also nondestructive and pro-
vides analytical data in three dimensions in vitro. Analytical
methods have been developed to quantitatively measure the
mineral concentration of bones and teeth using μCT data.
μCT is capable of characterizing and quantifying mineral den-
sities of sound enamel and dentin; carious enamel and dentin;
and demineralization and remineralization.23 Differences in the
linear attenuation coefficient of an x-ray beam passing through
the sample at different viewing angles are responsible for x-ray
image contrast, which allows quantitative analyses to be made.

As an early enamel lesion, white spot enamel lesions
(WSELs) were defined as the stage of the caries process,
prior to cavitation, where mineral has been lost from the enamel
subsurface, with an intact surface layer overlying the mineral-
poor region.24 WSELs have been investigated by laboratory
techniques such as transverse microradiography (TMR),25,26

confocal microscopy,27 and μCT.28,29 Previous studies have
reported on characterization of early enamel lesions by conven-
tional OCT,30,31 but they have mainly focused on artificial caries
lesions rather than natural WSELs that develop nonuniformly.
Moreover, conventional OCT images of natural enamel lesions
have never been compared with those of μCT. OCT can be used
in clinical situations, whereas in μCT, this is not possible.
Therefore, the aim of this study is to check whether or not a
clinical device with no ionizing radiation as SS-OCT is compa-
rable with a laboratory high-resolution μCT in terms of WSEL
assessment. The null hypothesis was that there was no signifi-
cant correlation between SS-OCT and μCT measurements of
enamel lesion parameters: lesion depth and surface layer
thickness.

2 Materials and Methods

2.1 Preparation of the Samples

Ten extracted human permanent teeth with visible white
spot-like changes on enamel smooth surface with no visible cav-
itation were selected. The lesions were carefully inspected by a
clinician and met the criteria of International Caries Detection

and Assessment System (ICDAS) code 2 corresponding with
distinct visual changes in enamel.32 These teeth were molars,
and were mostly third molars. WSELs were placed in buccal
or proximal surfaces. The teeth were collected from the
Tokyo Medical and Dental University Hospital and the
Institutional Review Board of TMDU approved their usage.
They were cleaned and stored in distilled water at 4°C, with
0.1% thymol.

The cross-section of interest was marked using two guiding
holes at the sides of the lesion; one apical and another one incisal
to the lesion, each 2 mm from the visible borders of the lesion.
The holes were created by Er:YAG laser (Erwin AdvErl; Morita,
Tokyo, Japan) with the C400F tip. One pulse of 350 mJ was
applied for each guiding hole.

Optical microscope images of the lesions were taken with a
light stereo microscope at 1.5× magnification at objective lens
(SM1000; Nikon, Tokyo, Japan). The roots of the teeth were
removed at the level of the cementoenamel junction by means
of a model trimmer (Y-230; Yoshida, Tokyo, Japan) and the
crowns were analyzed.

2.2 μCT System

Each sample was then mounted on the computer-controlled
turntable of a μCT system (InspeXio SMX-100CT; Shimadzu,
Kyoto, Japan), so that the x-ray beam was perpendicular to the
facial surface of the tooth. A schematic of the μCT setup is
shown in Fig. 1. The 0.5-mm-thick aluminum and 0.3-mm-thick
copper (0.5Al/0.3Cu) metal filters were placed in front of the
detector for hardware beam hardening correction. These filters
were used with software beam-hardening correction. X-rays
were generated at a voltage of 100 kV∕165 μA. To minimize
ring artifacts, air calibration of the detector was carried out
prior to each scanning. A 12-frame averaging was also applied
in the acquisition phase to improve the SNR. Each tooth was
rotated 360 deg within an integration time of 10 min. Data
were acquired as 500 TIFF files for reconstruction of the 3-D
image of the coronal part with 1024 × 1024 pixel resolution
and 12-μm isotropic voxel sizes33 [Fig. 1(a)]. For mineral den-
sity calibration, a series of mineral reference phantoms was also
scanned, which included three hydroxyapatite (HAp) disks
(Ratoc, Tokyo, Japan) with different concentrations of HAp
crystals (0.20, 0.50, and 0.70 gHAp cm−3) embedded in epoxy
resin and an aluminum wire of 0.9 mm in thickness (equivalent
to 3.55 gHAp cm−3). CT values were converted into mineral val-
ues using a linear calibration curve, based on the gray values
obtained from the mineral reference phantoms (linear regres-
sion, R2 > 0.99).29,33

2.3 μCT Image Analysis

3-D image analysis software (TRI/3D-BON; Ratoc), originally
developed for bone morphometry, was used for visualization
and cropping the cross-section of interest.33 An average image
of the cross-section marked by the guiding holes was obtained
over approximately 20-μm thickness, and a region of interest
(ROI, width 240 μm × depth 1500 μm) from the surface of
enamel to deeper levels was selected. When the lesion was
too extensive, three ROIs were selected: incisal, middle, and api-
cal. This was then converted to a mineral density-depth profile,
considering 87 vol% maximum mineral in sound enamel.24,33

These profiles were used to produce the following measure-
ments: lesion depth (LDμCT), the mineral loss (ΔZ), thickness
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of surface layer (SLμCT), and maximum mineral density at the

surface layer, as in Fig. 1(b).

The surface layer is the intact layer overlying the subsurface

lesion and represents the changes from the surface to the

subsurface lesion. Its thickness was measured according to

the method defined for TMR in 1975 by Groeneveld and

Arends; from the start of the lesion to the maximum point of

mineral density.25,28

On each of the 10 teeth, a cross-section of the visually sound

enamel area was also obtained and analyzed by the same pro-

cedure as described above. Each area was selected from the

cervical area of the corresponding tooth.

2.4 SS-OCT System and Imaging

The samples were then subjected to SS-OCT imaging (Dental

OCT Prototype II, Panasonic Health Care) that incorporates a

high-speed frequency-swept external cavity laser with the center

wavelength of 1330 nm and bandwidth of 100 nm (Fig. 2). The

axial and lateral resolutions of the system in air were 12 and

20 μm, respectively. The system acquired the image data (B-

scan) in video rate. The imaging range in this study was 7 mm

(width) by 7 mm (depth), forming a 2001 × 1019 pixel image.

The SS-OCT handheld scanning probe was set at 5-cm dis-

tance from the samples, with the scanning beam oriented about

Fig. 1 (a) Microfocus x-ray computed tomography (μCT) setup used in this study. (b) In the mineral den-
sity profile, the following points were marked: the maximummineral content (A), minimummineral content
(B), and the start of sound enamel (C). These points were used for producing the following measure-
ments: lesion depth, the mineral loss (ΔZ ), and thickness of surface layer (0-A). The start of the lesion
was defined as the point where the mineral content was 20% that of the sound enamel.34

Fig. 2 Swept-source OCT (SS-OCT) setup in this study; the output from a high-speed scanning laser is
divided into reference arm and sample arm with a fiber splitter. Reference light and backscattered light
from the sample are recombined with a second fiber coupler to create the interferogram in time. Fringe
response is detected with a balanced detector, converted to electrical signal, and digitized by analog-to-
digital (A/D) board. A PC software constructs a two-dimensional (2-D) image from the signal after Fourier
transform. The inset shows the actual handheld probe with a set of metallic mouthpieces (straight and
contra-angle) for intraoral imaging.
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90 deg to the surface. The sample was mounted on a stage. Two-
dimensional (2-D) sections at the exact point following the guid-
ing holes were used. Since hydration significantly affects the
SS-OCT signal intensity, the scans were performed in controlled
hydrated condition after blot drying of the surface using a cotton
pellet to leave the surface moist with no visible water droplets.

2.5 SS-OCT Image Analysis

For image analysis, a custom code in the image analysis soft-
ware (ImageJ version 1.47V; Wayne Rasband, NIH, Bethesda,
Maryland) was used to read the SS-OCT raw data of the section
of interest. A noise reducing median filter (size 2) was applied to
the data.31 The analysis was performed at the same ROI as in
μCT on a single B-scan, which would include data from a
20-μm-thick cross-section of the sample, corresponding to the
SS-OCT beam spot size. Then, the intensity threshold value
was adjusted to the depth of the visible boundary of the lesions.
Values of boundary depth (BDOCT) were obtained at each ROI.
In addition, an attenuation coefficient (μt) was calculated at each
region to discriminate sound enamel from WSEL. μt is calcu-
lated on each average signal intensity profile based on the expo-
nential decay of irradiance from the surface, using the equation
derived from Beer–Lambert law, in the following equation:31

IðzÞ ¼ ce−2utz; (1)

where I is the reflectivity signal intensity in dB, c is a constant,
and z is the depth variable. μt was calculated using linear least-
squares regression to fit the natural log of average OCT profiles
obtained from the ROI, as in Eq. (2):

μt ∝ −
ln IðzÞ

2z
: (2)

The surface layer thickness (SLOCT), when visible as a low
scattering transparent layer was measured using ImageJ. Four
measurements of the SLOCT were taken and the average was
used for comparison with the μCT values.

The resulting values obtained through SS-OCTwere the opti-
cal values. In order to obtain the real ones, we divided them by
1.55, which is the average refractive index (n) of demineralized
enamel.35

Ten samples of sound enamel were also analyzed and regis-
tered by the same procedure described above. As in μCT, these
samples were selected from the cervical area of each tooth and
from the same ROI as that in μCT.

2.6 Statistical Analysis

The relationships of LDμCT versus BDOCT, SLμCT versus SLOCT,
and LDμCT versus ΔZ were investigated using Pearson paramet-
ric correlation. P values less than 0.05 were regarded as being
statistically significant. The values calculated for μt on SS-OCT
scans were compared between the sound area (μt-sound) and
WSEL (μt-WSEL) using t-test, and a cut-off value was calculated
using receive operative curve (ROC) analysis. Statistical analy-
ses were performed using SPSS (version 17, SPSS Inc, Chicago,
Illinois) statistical software.

3 Results and Discussion

In μCT, the demineralized areas appeared radiolucent. In the SS-
OCT images, the lesions appeared as areas of increased signal

intensity and scattering beneath the surface up to a certain depth.

These high scattering zones on SS-OCT images matched the

demineralized areas on μCT. The appearance of an enamel

lesion on SS-OCT occurs because the backscatter signal inten-

sity increases with demineralization due to scattering at the

numerous microinterfaces created in the hard tissue by the dis-

solution process of mineral.36,37

Subsurface lesions could be confirmed with both systems

and their shape and depth could be determined on the resulting

images from μCT and SS-OCT, as shown in Fig. 3. Sound

enamel areas on SS-OCT image appeared to show less attenu-

ation of the signal up to the dentin-enamel junction (DEJ), so

that the DEJ was clearly visible (Fig. 4). However, in the

case of the lesion area, it was difficult to distinguish DEJ

[Fig. 3(b)], owing to the strong attenuation of the beam through

the demineralized enamel area. In the case of deeper lesions,

random scattering was occasionally observed at deep enamel

areas, even beyond DEJ, however, the boundary of the lesion

(taken as the BDOCT) was still clearly detected [Fig. 3(c)].
In order to mimic a clinical situation and the oral cavity, the

scans were taken controlling the hydration. It has been shown

that hydration affects the reflectivity of demineralized porous

enamel in direct proportion to the lesion extent.30 Other factors

that could negatively affect the light propagation through the

lesion are plaque and calculus, which should be removed before

imaging.
LDμCT ranged from 144 to 660 μm with an average of

402� 163 μm, while BDOCT ranged from 175 to 606 μm

with an average of 366� 134 μm. These values were very sim-

ilar between SS-OCTand μCT and are consistent with the values

found for natural WSELs by Hamba et al.33 (150 to 950 μm) and

the values found by Cochrane et al.28 (275 to 845 μm). In that

study, μCT results were strongly correlated with those of TMR.
In the present study, the SS-OCT μt values were also

investigated. μt-WSEL values ranged from 0.92 to 3.61 mm−1

(1.98� 0.73), and μt-sound values ranged from 0.31 to

0.70 mm−1 (0.53� 0.12). Comparing μt values, a significant

difference was found between sound and WSEL regions

using Student’s t-test (p < 0.05). A cut-off value of

0.8 mm−1 was derived from ROC analysis to discriminate

sound area from demineralization. Sound enamel strongly

attenuates light in the visible range, but the magnitude of scat-

tering at higher wavelengths is lower than in the visible range. In

the near-infrared region around the 1300-nm wavelength sound

enamel becomes highly transparent,6 while at a smaller wave-

length (e.g., 850 nm), sound enamel attenuates the signal and

there is an effective imaging depth of around 100 μm.38–40 It

has been confirmed that the magnitude of light scattering in

sound enamel is prominently less than dentin8 and that μt

decreases in sound enamel, decreasing the SS-OCT signal

attenuation, and increases with demineralization, indicating a

strong attenuation through the lesion.31 In our study, we saw

an increase of μt in WSEL, which is consistent with a previous

report that suggested on the same artificial caries lesion, μt
showed a good correlation with integrated hardness as a measure

of mineral content changes by de/remineralization.31 Such a

parameter is thought to be useful for monitoring natural lesions

over time using a nonpolarization-sensitive OCT system.21

Within the limitations of this in vitro study, the null hypoth-

esis of this study was rejected. The lesions showed an SLμCT

ranging from 54.7 to 109.4 μm (83.5� 14.5). SLOCT ranged

from 41 to 80 μm (65.5� 10.3). A correlation between μCT
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and SS-OCT was found regarding lesion depth (R ¼ 0.81,
p < 0.001) and also surface layer thickness (R ¼ 0.76,
p < 0.005), when a distinct surface layer was visible with
OCT, or in 7 of 10 cases (70%) (Fig. 5). In those cases, the
layer appeared as a thin transparent layer overlying the high
scattering zone.

It must be noted that the slope of regression line for the sur-
face layer was different from 1, and SS-OCT tended to show

smaller nominal readings than μCT. The reason should be attrib-
uted to the different methods used for defining surface layer in
the two techniques (i.e., visible transparent layer in SS-OCT ver-
sus a theoretical parameter derived from mineral density profiles
on μCT). Nevertheless, the correlation between these readings is
an important finding despite different nominal values.

SS-OCT information is valuable especially with WSEL,
where monitoring is highly desirable. The image analysis

Fig. 3 (a), (b) and (c) show a comparison of 2-D sections between SS-OCT and μCT. The lesions appear
as high-scattering zones on SS-OCT, whereas on μCT the demineralized areas appear radiolucent. The
arrows point to the visible surface layer overlying the subsurface lesion. The guiding holes made by laser
ablation are visible on cross-sections from both SS-OCT and μCT. E, D, and DEJ show the enamel,
dentin, and dentin-enamel junction, respectively.

Fig. 4 SS-OCT image obtained from a visible white spot lesion of upper right lateral incisor of a 32-year
old volunteer male subject: (a) SS-OCT image as appearing on the screen, the inset is photographic
image obtained in real time by the CMOS camera coupled with the laser beam at the imaging
probe. (b) Image analysis of a region of interest in the center of the lesion suggested that in this clinical
case, which appears to be a developmental hypocalcification, the BDOCT was 205 μm with a SLOCT of
60 μm. The attenuation coefficient (μt ) had a value of 2.14 mm−1. (c) In a clinical photograph of the tooth,
the lesion is visible. The finger pointer shows the visible DEJ.
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approach taken in this study could effectively quantify lesion
attributes. Such an approach is feasible for clinical images, as
shown in the example presented in Fig. 4. On the other
hand, due to the nature of μCT setup, this high-resolution
modality cannot be used in clinical situations. Cone beam com-
puted tomography could be used clinically; however, they do not
have the resolution to detect early enamel demineralization.41

Even if this improves in the future, the radiation dose (35 to
652 μSv) makes it not the safest option for caries detection.42,43

For comparison purposes, a single intraoral x-ray has an effec-
tive dose of 1 to 8 μSv and a panoramic one 4 to 30 μSv.

In the current study, only score 2 lesions were included, since
they are rather deep and severe compared with score 1 lesions.
The comparison of two modalities would have been more chal-
lenging on shallower lesions given their resolution being on the
order of >10 μm; issues such as beam hardening and shadow
artifacts make it difficult for current μCT systems to detect and
characterize lesions that do not produce an adequate radio-
graphic contrast to sound enamel due to their small amount
of mineral loss. Nevertheless, assessment of the rather severe,
yet noncavitated score 2 enamel lesions appears to be more criti-
cal in terms of clinical importance and monitoring.

One application of quantitative monitoring of such lesions
would be in orthodontic treatments, where the accumulation
of plaque is very frequent and can lead to the onset of
WSELs.14 Moreover, in previous studies, it was shown that
existing WSELs can be treated via remineralization44,45 or infil-
tration of low-viscosity resins materials.46 Other examples
involve remineralization efforts by fluoride application or

newly introduced agents such as bioavailable calcium releasing

chewing gums.21 In this regard, removal of the surface layer is

considered to be necessary for a proper penetration of the infil-

trant into the lesion body.27 The results of our study are in line

with those previous reports suggesting that these highly miner-

alized layers appear similar to sound enamel under OCT.47 The

obtained surface layers were consistent in values with those

obtained by Cochrane et al.;28 generally 35 to 60 μm occasion-

ally reaching 130 μm.

It is noteworthy that no correlation was found between the

surface layer thickness and the lesion depth, meaning that the

thicker surface layers are not necessarily associated with deeper

lesions. However, a significant correlation was found between

LDμCT and ΔZ (R ¼ 0.74, p < 0.005), showing that the deeper

lesions exhibited lower minimum mineral content in the body of

the lesion, which is also consistent with a previous report.28

Although 2-D cross-sections were used for the analysis in

this study, 3-D scans provided similar images to those coming

from μCT (Fig. 6). Faster sources with high scanning speeds and

microelectromechanical systems incorporated into the scanning

probe enable clinical acquisition of such 3-D images in quasi-

real time.14 Nonetheless, there are still limitations for a full

adoption of OCT for daily dental practice, which include the

high cost of the device as a diagnostic/monitoring modality.

A more compact design for the system as well as a smaller

and more ergonomic probe would be desirable for a better

intraoral maneuverability in a daily clinical use of this highly

capable modality.

Fig. 5 (a) SS-OCT and μCT lesion depth correlation (R ¼ 0.81, p < 0.001), best regression was estab-
lished with a linear fit (R2 ¼ 0.65). (b) SS-OCT and μCT surface layer correlation (R ¼ 0.76, p < 0.005),
linear regression (R2 ¼ 0.58). The surface layer was measured using the method of Groeneveld and
Arends: from the start of the lesion to the point of maximum density.

Fig. 6 Three-dimensional (3-D) image of the same lesion by SS-OCT and μCT along with light stereo
microscope image. The lateral spread of the lesion can be clearly seen on SS-OCT. The μt can be cal-
culated from the SS-OCT signal over the volume of interest, in this case 1.42� 0.16 mm−1.
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4 Conclusion

Significant correlations were found between natural lesion

parameters from SS-OCT and a laboratory high-resolution

μCT. SS-OCT is a valid technology for clinical assessment of

surface layer and depth of natural subsurface enamel lesions

without the use of x-ray.
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